KENYAN WOMEN AT DUSK:

Where is FIDA?

Also Inside:

- Main Party behind Wanguru Sacking Agenda
- Raila’s Return and what it means to the Ruling Coalition
- Tribalism a Cake Baked By the Government
The main gender identities in a family/society setting need not necessarily be positively hostile towards each other as none of them can subsist alone but the current sound of FIDA’s silence is rather surprising because gender-based violence against women is so clearly an increasing problem in the country Kenya now taking the form of normalcy-as being part of a Kenyan woman’s life, but, the farther we penetrate into the primitive history of thought, the farther we find ourselves from a conception of progress and development which all along it resembles. To ask for action from the government is rather rhetoric but from FIDA-Kenya, I cannot help asking for something more, for some central notion which shall account not only for the elimination of gender based violence but also for its permanence. It may be doubted whether this quest can be successful. As time progresses, so do we; or rather we strive to. I therefore welcome you to the Ninth issue of Kenyan Legal magazine; this is it-It’s Real Kenya, Real Issues. Be my guest.
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WAIGURU MUST GO!! This has been the utterance of a number of JUBILEE MPs for the past two weeks or so. A statement put forth even without a basis of argument. She had not showcased any gross misconduct that would warrant her being sacked or even shown incompetence.

The JUBILEE government has always showcased unison when it comes to matters brought forth in the national assembly. This has been as a result of the instructions coming from the top most seat in Kenya; the President. The Waiguru matter is the only that has brought or rather ensured division amidst the JUBILEE MPs with some for the motion brought forth by one Hon Linturi and others against it. The president asked that the motion be thrown out but Hon Linturi stuck with it. He pushed for it so vigorously and ensured that it was tabled to parliament.

Mama Ngina has played a monumental role in the government decisions since 2013 when the JUBILEE government came to power. She is also known for protective woman when it comes to his son the president and has shown cruelty to any woman or lady who became close to his son rather than the preciously considered Madam Margret Kenyatta. This was shown some months ago when Hon Shebesh was thrown out of the state house by mama Ngina who slapped her and warned her never to step the corridors of state house. What in Kiswahili would be "state house yetuuionepaa". Most did not focus on this as it was assumed that it was a tendency of her-Shebesh- being slapped as she was a nuisance. Auxiliary this was shadowed by the Kidero slap and thus main reason as to why she was slapped and thrown out of state house never an issue of intense investigation

Months having passed after the Shebesh incidence in state house, it is believed that The President was asked by the mother to keep off Shebesh and the president got someone in place to fill the gap left by Shebesh’s departure. This was Hon Anne Waiguru. Anne Waiguru is a polite woman who is soft spoken and most could never have realized her being in government if it were not for the saga brought up against her by the Hon Linturi as to her competence as a cabinet secretary. The president of this country is believed to have had

"…Kenyan politics has always been known for dirtiness and most will ensure the downfall of others when they seem a threat to the political food web"
a soft spot for the quiet cabinet secretary for devolution and planning.

This being the case, Mama Ngina is believed to have financed the motion to ensure the sacking of the cabinet secretary for devolution and planning through the Igembe South MP. Why would Hon Linturi go against the presidents wish who is the head of the coalition which lifted the MP Igembe South through elections. Why would he insist even when others in the coalition were out to ensure that the motion failed in parliament? Hon Linturi is a known political figure to be against CORD but never a party to bring forth motions to ensure division in the JUBILEE coalition.

Kenyan politics has always been known for dirtiness and most will ensure the downfall of others when they seem a threat to the political food web. Waiguru’s only resort is to ensure she keeps her distant with the president and all will be well. Ask yourself this question why would the cabinet secretary for devolution and planning be sacked yet the cabinet secretary for interior secretary be left in office. The number of crimes and insecurity in Kenya is not only wanting but chaotic. Day in day out we have criminal issues and terrorism is like sleep to Kenya. A necessity. During the Westgate saga the cabinet secretary who is a former cook as some lucrative hotel misrepresented Kenyans and showed incompetence as he did not even understand what he was to inform the Kenyans. For any normal human being sensible and non-sensible one apart from Hon Linturi, Ole Lenku would be the first to go even before Hon Anne Waiguru. But what do we say this is Kenyan politics.
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